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Great Lives from History The first in a series that ultimately will cover prehistory to the 21st century, this two-volume work is a revision of the ten-volume dictionary of World Biography. Salem Press

Great Lives from History Collection Version 1 Holdings: Great lives from history. Great Lives from History: Scientists and Science-3 Volume Set. Great Lives from History: The Ancient World, Prehistory - 476 C.E. Great Events from Great Lives from History: Renaissance & Early Modern Era, 1454 - 1600 Great Lives from History: The Middle Ages Richland Library Get this from a library! Great lives from history. Twentieth century series. Frank N Magill -- This five volume work examines the lives of 450 individuals whose Great Lives from History by Gary Y. Okhiro


Notorious Lives is an entirely new publication continuing Salem's Great Lives from History series, offering more than 600 essays focusing on historically